MaaS360 and Android Device
Management

A comprehensive guide to Android Enterprise
Management

Background
Android is the most popular mobile operating
system in the world. It is currently installed on
more than 2 billion devices worldwide, and that
number is growing. Part of its popularity comes
from the open source nature of the OS, the
affordability of many of the devices, and its
integration in many products beyond just
smartphones and tablets.

24k+

Unique devices
running Android today

82b+
App downloads
annually. That’s
“billion” with a ‘b’

Deploying Android to the enterprise is in a state
of transition, from a legacy management type
referred to as “Device Admin” to the more
modern “Android Enterprise.”
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About Device Admin
“Android included support for enterprise apps by
offering the Android Device Administration API as of
Android 2.2. The Device Administration API provides
device administration features at the system level.
These APIs allow developers to create security-aware
apps that are useful in local administrative settings,
but in the absence of more powerful enterprise APIs,
became the basis for enterprise device management
in early versions of Android. Since the introduction of
Device Admin API, enterprises’ needs have evolved.
Devices are accessing more confidential resources and
being used in a wider variety of use cases than
Android’s original device admin API was designed for.
Simultaneously, organizations demand a higher trust
relationship than device admin was designed to
support. Because a device admin can be enabled by
any application that the user authorizes, it doesn’t
support several enterprise use cases where holistic
management is required. “ –Android Enterprise
Bluebook
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Device Admin management has been considered
“legacy” since Android 5.0
Device Admin management has been considered
“deprecated” starting with Android 9.0

Though MaaS360 continues to support Device Admin
policies, this guide will not cover the management
capabilities as it is considered deprecated
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IBM MaaS360 and Android Enterprise

Android Enterprise: Prerequisites
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Prerequisites
Although Android Enterprise is the de facto management method
for Android, it is not supported on all available devices. Certain
criteria must be met and to address this Google has created the
Android Enterprise Recommended Program.
However, just because a device is not on the list doesn’t mean it
won’t enroll (Samsung branded devices are a notable example).
Sometimes the only way to know for sure is to test, but the
common criteria that devices need to meet:
•

Supports Android 5.0 or higher

•

Has a certified Android OS install

•

Access to Google Play Services
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Prerequisites
Encryption

Play Protect

Rugged Devices

Devices will be required to
encrypt if they do not come so
out-of-the-box. This can be
time consuming and require the
device be tethered to a power
source.

Play Protect is a service
enabled on all AE enrolled
devices (it can not be
disabled).

Ruggedized devices (also
commonly referred to as
“purpose built” devices) are
those made with special
functions in mind – handheld
scanners, for example.
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For more information about
what it is and what it can
do, refer to the Play Protect
site:
https://www.android.com/p
lay-protect/

Oftentimes the customizations
made to the Android OS on
these devices will “break” AE.
Be sure to check with the
manufacturer and have them
specify the models and OS
versions they have that support
Android Enterprise.
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IBM MaaS360 and Android Enterprise

Getting Started: Basics and Terminology
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IBM MaaS360 & Android
Enterprise
Android Enterprise (AE) is the default
management for Android devices running 5.0+.
MaaS360 has supported Android Enterprise
since it’s inception as a program referred to as
“Android For Work.” In the early days it was
more of a containerized solution that allowed for
some unique security controls.
It has evolved to support fully managed work
devices, BYOD, kiosk applications, and a variety
of bulk deployment programs
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Key terminology

Other terms

– Fully managed work device.
Previously known as Device
Owner (to stay consistent
with portal language, it will
be referred to as DO
throughout this guide).

– Device Policy Controller
(DPC) – The MaaS360 for
Android application

– BYOD work profile.
Previously known as Profile
Owner (to stay consistent
with portal language, it will
be referred to as PO
throughout this guide).
– Kiosk or Corporate Owned
Single Use devices.
(Referred to as COSU in this
guide).

– Play Store – The Google
store for distributing apps to
devices. Available as its own
app but also accessible via
web browsers.
– Managed Google Account –
The Google account
configured on the device via
AE management
– Device Admin – legacy
enrollment type.
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Outlined here are
some of the key
differentiators
between the various
management styles
available in AE.
Though these terms
have been retired from
official Google canon,
they will be used
across this guide to
reflect the terms still
in use in the MaaS360
portal.
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PO – Work
profile/BYOD device
management
– Work profile is
installed postenrollment and runs
completely separate
from the personal
space.
– Seamlessly segue
from personal to
work profile.
– Management of the
work profile can not
impact the personal
space (example: no
full device wipe, just
removal of work
profile).

DO – Fully managed
device.

COSU – kiosk
experience.

– Must be provisioned
during initial setup
(Factory Reset
required for
currently activated
devices)

– Device can be
locked to a single
app or multiple apps
displayed in a
launcher.

– DPC controls almost
every aspect of the
end user experience
– from the apps
allowed to the
accounts that can be
configured.
– Full device wipe
capabilities for
secure removal of all
data.

– User experience is
limited to the
whitelisted apps and
services.
– Granular control
over access to
system features
such as settings and
hardware keys.
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IBM MaaS360 and Android Enterprise

Getting Started: Setting Up MaaS360 with
Android Enterprise
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Why Is Setup Required?
Unlike the Device Admin management, Android
Enterprise is ingrained in embedded Google
services such as the Play store. In order to
properly distribute, configure, and host
applications and web apps, as well as limit features
and functionality, MaaS360 needs some
configuration with Google services. This can be
accomplished in 1 of 2 ways:
Managed Google Play - (Recommended) The most
common integration – requires only a free Google
account.

Setup Instructions:
Create a Google (Gmail) account
Instructions for Managed Google Play Integration (most
common)
Instructions for Google Admin (G Suite) Integration

Enable Via Google Accounts – This setup requires
a Google Admin account – most common for G
Suite clients. G Suite clients may (and often do)
still use “Managed Google Play” Setup
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Setup
Need more information?

Check out our resources in the Security Learning
Academy!

Videos

Course

Setup Android
Enterprise via
Managed Google
Accounts (Most
Common)

Integrating MaaS360
with Android
Enterprise

Setup Android
Enterprise with Google
Admin (G Suite)
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IBM MaaS360 and Android Enterprise

Getting Started: Deployment Settings
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Deployment Settings
While DA may be deprecated, MaaS360
understands that not everybody is ready to
make the switch. There are various reasons for
maintaining a DA setup, even with AE active.
Sometimes it is to manage features on older
devices, oftentimes it’s because company policy
has not caught up to market trends, and, in a few
cases, folks just don’t know what’s going on.
Once AE is enabled, deployment settings will
have to be adjusted to ensure proper enrollment
style is implemented. This includes both selfdriven enrollment and enrollment requests sent
to users.
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Deployment Settings

Setup > Settings > Device Enrollment Settings > Basic
“Default new Device Addition Mode for Self Enrollment”
Sets enrollment type for self driven enrollments using local or
directory credentials.

Deployment
Settings
During one-time-passcode
(OTP) enrollment, or in any
scenario where individual
enrollment requests are
being generated, ensure the
proper “Use Android
Enterprise” checkbox is
marked.
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Deployment Settings
With the Managed Google Play (Gmail) integration MaaS360 creates the Google accounts on the
device for the end user. These accounts will be used primarily for App Management. The user does
not need to manage credentials for these accounts, and they can not be used to sign in to
traditional Google services. There are two types of accounts:

User Account – (most common and generally recommended) – Each user in MaaS360 will
have their own unique Google account generated on devices during the enrollment process.
This account will be the same across each device the user enrolls. Google does impose
restrictions on the number of devices that may be signed-in to the Google Play Store in a 24hour period, so users with more than 10 devices enrolled may experience issues.
Device Account – Each device enrolled to a user receives its own individual Google account.
This is useful in situations where many devices may be deployed to a user that is not actually
a person (a truck or building number, for example). For information specific to device
accounts, read our how-to article.

IBM MaaS360 and Android Enterprise

Enrollment: Profile Owner (PO)
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Enrollment: Profile Owner
PO enrollment is a straightforward process
and the most common deployment scenario
we are currently seeing. The assumption
here is that the devices are already out in the
hands of a user and have been activated.

Personal Profile

Work Profile

The most common scenario is BYOD, though
some organizations may deploy this to
devices they have purchased but intend to
give the user the option to keep.
No special pre-requisites must be met to get
the devices enrolled outside of the standard
AE baselines. Users will go to the Play Store,
download the MaaS360 for Android app, and
run through the onscreen prompts.
The work profile apps will have a briefcase
icon overlay. PO Enrollment Instructions
IBM Security / © 2019 IBM Corporation
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IBM MaaS360 and Android Enterprise

Enrollment: Device Admin to PO Migration
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Enrollment: DA to PO Migration
BYOD scenarios provide for a migration path from Device Admin to Profile Owner mode enrollments. This is
not a ”zero touch” process and will require a bit of on-screen interaction, but the user will not have to enter any
credentials as part of the process. It can be executed as part of a Device Group or individual device action from
the menu. For more information visit our Knowledge Center page on the subject
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IBM MaaS360 and Android Enterprise

Enrollment: Device Owner (DO)
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Enrollment: Device Owner
Device Owner requires a device that has not been activated and has
not gone through the setup assistant (can be brand new out-of-box or
a factory reset device). DO has to be “enabled” using one of a few
different methods. Each method has OS specifications that must be
met:

NFC Bump 5.1+

Google Account 6.0+

QR Code 7.0+

Streamlined Enrollment 8.0+

The first DO method available.
One device must be enrolled in
AE, set to programmer mode,
and then “bumped” against
another device. Not very
popular, but the only available
option on devices running
Android 5.X

The more popular solution, this
method entails navigating to
through the setup screen until
the step where the device asks
for a Google account.

In this scenario the person
holding the device will tap 7
times in the empty space on the
initial screen after the device
boots up.

Managed Google Accounts
clients will enter afw#maas360
in the account field.

They would then scan a QR
code generated via MaaS360 to
get the enrollment started.

Admins configure an enrollment program
provided by either Google (Zero Touch
Enrollment) or Samsung (KNOX Mobile
Enrollment) and provisioning of the
device will start automatically as the
user progresses through the setup
screens.

G Suite integrations will
leverage the user’s G Suite
account
IBM Security / © 2019 IBM Corporation
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Enrollment: Device Owner
NFC Bump (Knowledge Center Article):
A device is enrolled as PO or DO. In the MaaS360 portal via device actions the enrolled device is set to
“Programmer Mode.” This feature leverages Android Beam which has been deprecated from OS version 10+.
Due to the limitations and other features available, there isn’t much reason to use NFC bump unless
specifically trying to maintain devices running Android 5.x that support NFC.
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Enrollment: Device Owner
afw#maas360 (Knowledge Center Article):
By far the most popular method for Android DO initialization, this is easy to implement and requires no
additional configurations via MaaS360. During the setup of the device, on the screen where it prompts for
Google credentials, simply enter afw#maas360 and the device owner provisioning will start automatically.
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Enrollment: Device Owner
G Suite Credentials:

Clients binding MaaS360 with G Suite can not use the afw#maas360 token as the users already exist in the Google
console. They will instead use the G Suite account username and password during setup. This requires a checkbox be
enabled in the Google Admin console under SecurityàManage EMM ProvideràEnforce EMM Policies On Android
Devices
Note: This will be enforced on all existing devices with the G Suite account configured, prompting them to enroll, so be
sure to understand the repercussions before enabling this service.
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Enrollment: Device Owner
QR Code (Knowledge Center Article):
The QR Code method for DO activation is often used by admins enrolling the devices themselves. It allows
them to publish a QR code (with or without credentials for enrollment) that can be scanned over and over to
reduce the amount of on-screen inputs required. The user taps on the empty space of the first device screen 7
times and then scan the code when the QR reader activates. The QR Code is generated from the “More” menu
of the “Enrollments” screen in the portal

Tap Here
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Enrollment: Device Owner
Google Zero Touch Enrollment (Knowledge Center Article):
This is a service provided by Google for a variety of devices. It streamlines the enrollment process, making it a
part of the device activation. Zero touch portals are provisioned by authorized carriers and partners. For more
information on the program and supported devices, visit the Google Help Page for a list of resources. This is
supported on Android 8 and higher. Once enabled, configurations are applied to the devices in the zero touch
portal with information generated in MaaS360.
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Enrollment: Device Owner
KNOX Mobile Enrollment (Knowledge Center Article):
KNOX Mobile Enrollment (KME) is very similar to the Google Zero Touch service, but aimed strictly at Samsung
devices. While nearly identical in setup and experience, KME and zero touch use different portals and different
configuration files. Samsung devices are not currently supported in Zero Touch portal and non-Samsung
devices are not supported in the KME portal. One feature unique to KME is that devices can be added to the
KME portal via an application available on the Play store, whereas zero touch does not currently offer self
service device addition (must be done via a partner or reseller).
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Generating the streamlined
enrollment data:
Both the Zero Touch and KME enrollment data is generated in the MaaS360 portal. Once
the required information is filled out, MaaS360 will export a JSON with 2 fields. The top
portion can be used in the zero touch portal, and the bottom half in KME. Refer the the KC
articles for further instructions. NOTE: For Device Owner provisioning do NOT use the KNOX
Mobile Enrollment option, but rather the Zero Touch. Refer to screenshot below.

IBM MaaS360 and Android Enterprise

Device View
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Device Actions for
Android Enterprise
managed devices vary
based on Container
Type (PO or DO).
Actions can vary by OS
level as well, but the
primary indicator is
whether the device is
fully managed or not.
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Actions that function
the same on both PO
and DO:
•

Change Rule Set

•

Change Policy

•

Selective Wipe

•

Distribute Doc

•

Distribute App

•

Upload Logs

•

Enable Debug
Mode

•

Hide

•

Request data
refresh

Unique PO actions:
•

•
•

Reset Passcode –
only resets the
passcode over the
work profile.
Lock – Locks only
the work profile
Wipe and Remove
Work Profile – both
actions remove
only the work
profile. There is no
full device wipe
with PO.

Unique DO actions:
•

Reset Passcode –
resets the device
passcode.

•

Lock – locks the
full device.

•

Wipe and Remove
Work Profile - both
options will fully
wipe the device
and restore to
factory rest state.
DO devices are
expected to reset if
control of the DPC
(MaaS360) is
removed.
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Device View Information
DO and PO report the same basic information when
it comes to device information about MaaS360
(policies assigned, apps distributed, compliance
state).
There are differences in what gets reported back
about system information based on enrollment
type and OS version.
PO devices, for example, will not report any
application data about anything installed outside of
the work profile.
DO devices, though fully managed, will report back
the MAC address as a randomized string on OS 10
and higher.

IBM Security / © 2019 IBM Corporation
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IBM MaaS360 and Android Enterprise

Policy
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Both Device Admin and Android Enterprise feature sets exist
within the same policy. Devices enrolled with Android Enterprise,
both PO and DO, will receive the policy settings from the Android
Enterprise section ONLY
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Within the policy itself, DO and PO features are marked on the
right-hand side. Features with a KNOX designation will only work
on Samsung devices. OS version limitations will also be noted
here.
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Network configurations (wifi and VPN) will be applied to the whole
device, even on PO enrollments, though some advanced features
may be available only in DO
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ActiveSync settings within the Android Enterprise policy settings
will be pushed to the Gmail application, regardless of device
manufacturer. If the Gmail app is not on the device, it can be
pushed via the app catalog.
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COSU – Kiosk Mode
In COSU kiosk mode the device is meant to
show only a launcher with specified apps.
COSU requires a device enrolled in DO (will not
work on PO).
Admins whitelist apps in policy (or launch and
lock a single app). Apps appear in the order
they are whitelisted.
An override code may be configured for easily
removing the pinned launcher to troubleshoot
issues and access full system settings.
While some admins opt to use kiosk mode to
lock down the user experience on company
owned devices, that’s not its primary intention,
and may be too restrictive to keep users
productive
IBM Security / © 2019 IBM Corporation
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Policies have a lot to unpack and it can be overwhelming for those
new to Android management. Please refer to our Knowledge
Center for more information on individual feature sets.

MaaS360 has also started to implement “tool
tips” in the portal for clarification on certain
policy features. These are available now for
the Android Enterprise Security and
Restrictions features (currently only supported
in English)
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IBM MaaS360 and Android Enterprise

App Management
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Application Management
Android Enterprise
app management is a
key component of the
entire AE experience
and a drastic
departure from the old
Device Admin
management style.
There are 3 key
components to app
management for
Android.
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Play Store Apps

Private Apps

Enterprise Apps

– Publicly available

– Hosted on the Google Play
console but not visible to the
public

– Hosted on MaaS360
platform

– Hosted on the Google Play
store
– Apps are ‘approved’ in the
MaaS360 console for
distribution to work profiles.
– Support silent installation
(no user interaction).

– Apps can be uploaded via a
developer account or via the
MaaS360 portal.
– Apps in the private channel
must have a unique bundle
ID that does not match any
existing public app.

– Apps hosted can have same
bundle ID as existing Play
Store apps
– Distribution only works on
DO devices. PO must
receive apps from the Play
channel (Public or Private).

– Support silent installation
(no user interaction).
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There are a lot
of components
to Android
Enterprise App
Management.
Get started with
our blog.

Android Enterprise
App Management
Community Blog
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Play Store for Work: The Admin Google Account
This is the same account used for the Android Enterprise setup.

The account originates from one of two places – the free Gmail address, or, an admin from the G Suite
account used for setup.
Used in a browser to login to https://play.google.com/work, admins will be able to view basic organizational
information that was entered during the initial integration.
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The User Google Accounts
The account configured on the device for application installations
(Gmail Integration) MaaS360 creates the Google account on the devices. Users do not need to create or
maintain any credentials.
(G Suite Integration) The accounts are created in the Google admin console and password is managed by the
user and governed by the rules set in the admin console. They are configured on the device during enrollment.
If users or admins try to gain access to the Play Store for Work from a browser before configuration is set up,
they will see errors when looking for their apps.
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About the Play Store App IDs
Google imposes certain limitations within their Play
structure that could impact Android App Management.
The Play store only allows a single app bundle ID
(example: com.maas360.androidagent) to be hosted on
the platform.
This means that apps uploaded to the private channel may
need to be recompiled by the developer/vendor with a
new bundle ID, if there is a copy in the public store.
Due to security restrictions, as well as Play store terms
and conditions, this must be done by the organization that
owns the app rights, and is not a service MaaS360 can
provide.
Applications uploaded to Private Channel via the MaaS360
portal can not be converted to public apps, transferred to
other portals, or otherwise removed from the environment
other than the one through which it was uploaded.
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Private Apps From Developers
To obtain a Private app from a developer, they must whitelist the
Organizational ID for the Google account used during setup, in
order to make the app available. More Information Here
To obtain the Google account in the MaaS360 Portal, navigate to
SetupàServicesàExpand “Mobile Device Management” and the
account will be listed there.
To obtain the organizational ID to give the app owner, navigate to
the Play Store for Work and open the Admin Settings.
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App Config and OEMConfig
App Config is a community of like-minded UEM
solutions and app developers that jointly produced
app configuration standards to answer the frequent
question: How do we add security to apps without
committing to individual product SDK/API sets?
Visit the App Config community to learn
more about supported apps and
participating developers:
http://appconfig.org/
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App Config – Focused on application configurations (such as mail settings).
OEMConfig – Centered around bolstering the core MDM experience with
advanced features unique to specific device manufacturers. The OEMConfig
app will act as a supplemental DPC.
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App Config
App config is automatically
enabled for apps that
support them.
– Configuration options
available vary by app.
– OEMConfig policies may
override core policy
features.
– App config settings are
universal for every user.
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IBM MaaS360 and Android Enterprise

Frequently Asked Questions
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What is the preferred Android
Enterprise integration
method?

While both the Gmail and G Suite integrations offer different highlights, the preferred method for
many of our clients is the Gmail bind, even G Suite customers. This gives them the flexibility to
expand deployment beyond just the users in the Google Admin console, allows MaaS360 to
handle the primary Google account creation, and overcomes some of the limits that a secure,
“locked down” G Suite environment can create.

I have a DO enrolled device that isn’t
behaving as expected. It’s asking me
to sign in to the app store and there
are no policy settings enforced.
What’s the deal?

The best way to think of DO is as a state of being for the device. Once the device is in DO mode, it still
needs to be enrolled in Android Enterprise to unlock the management features. It is possible to enroll a
device that is DO in to the legacy Device Admin management style, in which case it would not be able to
take advantage of the AE feature set. A simple re-enrollment should resolve the issue, though it may
require a factory reset in some cases.

Is there a per-user device limit
for AE enrollments?

Sort of. A Google User account is created on each device as it enrolls. This is primarily for Play Store access,
and Google does impose some limits on the number devices a Play account may be active on in a 24 hour
period. In order to prevent the device from being signed out of Play services, MaaS360 limits user based
enrollments to 10 devices.
If more than 10 devices per-user are required (most common in scenarios where devices will be assigned to
objects, rather than people), admins may begin using device based accounts starting with our 10.77 release
in late March 2020

I’ve been managing Android devices for a
while now – Do I really have to go
through all my existing apps and
“approve” them for AE devices?

Part of our ability to install apps hinges on the administrative account bound to MaaS360
approving them and their associated permissions. As permissions vary from app to app,
currently the only way to approve for AE deployments is one-by-one.

We’ve whitelisted the “native”
apps in the policy, but they’re
not showing on the device.
What other setting could
prevent them from appearing?

The native apps that are pre-populated in the policy are for the pure Android experience – the apps that are
core to the OS before any OEMs, carriers, or vendors come in and add their own. Oftentimes they are removed
and replaced with a custom version (Samsung devices are a common example).
In this scenario there is generally 2 resolutions:
1. Manually add the bundle ID of the OEM specific apps to the whitelist
2. Push replacement apps from the Play store to all the devices to create a homogeneous user experience.

How can I bulk purchase
Google Play applications?

Google at one point did offer a volume purchase capability in the Play store for work, however it was
discontinued in 2019 (https://support.google.com/googleplay/work/answer/6150398?hl=en).
In order to bulk purchase applications, organizations will have to work with the app owners for a private
sale/distribution.
Additionally - Many enterprise apps are moving away from individual app sales and towards subscriptionbased models

I’ve decided to change the
account to which MaaS360 is
bound for Android Enterprise.
What will happen to existing
devices?

Existing device management will not be impacted. The full set of policy features and portal
actions will continue to function as expected
However…
App management will be adversely impacted, and for devices to continue receiving new
applications and updates, they will have to re-enroll, or, be marked as “shared” allowing the user
to sign out and then back in.

We want to configure mail in
an app other than Gmail.
What are our options?

The “Activesync “ configuration in the MDM policy is only for the Gmail application.
MaaS360 does offer a secure containerized mail app that may be used as well (check with your account
manager for pricing).
If an alternative mail app is required, check to see if it supports App Config settings in the portal. Many
popular mail clients (such as Outlook) already do!

We’ve been deploying AE with no
issues until we started using
*specific model of device*. Why
won’t they enroll properly?

While many device manufacturers are on board with Android Enterprise, there are still many devices on
OS version 5.0 and higher that may not support it.
Oftentimes a device may seem to meet the criteria, but a small customization done by the OEM “breaks”
it’s ability to enroll in AE.
Use the Android Enterprise Recommended device list as a starting point, but refer to the individual
manufacturers and vendors for their official statement of support for devices not on the list.

We’re resetting devices and it’s
asking us for a Google ID when it
starts back up. We don’t know what
it is and the user is no longer with the
company. What can we do?

This feature is called Factory Reset Protection (FRP) and it is geared towards protecting devices in cases
of theft or unauthorized access.
It can be disabled via MDM policy or overridden when the device is reset IF the wipe command is issued
via the MaaS360 portal.
If the device is manually reset and in an FRP state, there isn’t anything that MaaS360 can do at that
point, and the device will have to be “flashed” to a restore state, generally by the manufacturer.

